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Ex-CIA chief dubs putin ‘dead man walking,’ predicts violent regime
change in russia

Екс-глава ЦРУ назвав путіна «ходячим мерцем» і передбачив
насильницьку зміну режиму в росії

Ексглава ЦРУ, професор міжнародних відносин у Техаському університеті A&M Д. Олсон
вважає, що путін зараз у безвихідній ситуації і може бути усунений його власним

військовим керівництвом через катастрофічні втрати в Україні. За словами Д. Олсона,
путін ніколи не погодиться вивести свої війська з України доти, доки вони не візьмуть під
повний контроль чотири частково окуповані регіони, які восени були незаконно анексовані

росією. Колишній глава контррозвідки ЦРУ передбачає, що існує сильна прихована
опозиція путіну в армії, спецслужбах та серед олігархів.
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Russia’s Vladimir Putin could be eliminated by his own military brass fed up with catastrophic losses in
Ukraine, which would finally bring the war to an end, according to an ex-CIA official.

James Olson, a decorated former chief of counterintelligence, labeled Putin a “dead man walking” in a
candid exclusive interview with the Sun.

“It is not going well at all. I believe Putin is in a no-win situation now,” the 30-year veteran of the spy
agency said.

According to Olson, Putin will never agree to withdraw his forces from Ukraine until they assume
complete control over the four partially occupied regions that were illegally annexed by Russia in the fall.

“If Putin stays in power, there will be a long war because he will not give up — but I do not think that
Putin is going to stay in power,” Olson said. “I believe that he will be removed from power.”

Olson said the 70-year-old Russian leader could either be deposed in an uprising or killed.

“I think Putin will be taken out,” he said. “I would not rule out assassination.”

Russian President Vladimir Putin attends a ceremony to open new pharmaceutical production facilities in
the Kaliningrad Region, Mordovia and St Petersburg via videoconference in Moscow, Russia,
Thursday, March 30, 2023. 
Russian President Vladimir Putin could be deposed from power, or assassinated by his military leaders
eager to bring an end to the war, according to a former CIA official.
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The retired spymaster and author, who serves as professor of international affairs at Texas A&M
University, opined that Russia’s military leaders are “disgusted” by the high casualty rate in Ukraine.

Were Putin’s discontented generals to turn on him, Olson said, he would be “a dead man walking.”



“He would not survive that. I think that it is more likely that Putin will be eliminated than a military
defeat,” he said.

An update from the UK Ministry of Defense on Sunday stated that since February 2022, Russia has
suffered around 200,000 casualties in Ukraine — a number that includes both killed and wounded
soldiers.

James Olson
James Olson, former CIA chief of counterintelligence, predicted that the war in Ukraine would end
once Putin is gone.
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Ukraine’s latest estimate is higher, with the country’s Ministry of Defense putting the number of
“eliminated” Russian personnel at more than 175,000.

Putin had reportedly expected to conquer Ukraine in three days’ time in February 2022. More than 13
months later, his troops have found themselves bogged down in a bloody quagmire, fighting street to
street for control of small cities in the east.

If Olson is to be believed, Putin’s fate is inextricably tied to the outcome of the war, which ultimately
could be his undoing.

“I believe that there is a strong undercurrent of opposition to Putin in the military, in the intelligence
services, among the oligarchs,” he said.

A Russian army soldier carries his equipment after practice on a military training ground in
Russian-controlled Donetsk region, eastern Ukraine, Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2023. 
According to the UK Ministry of Defense, Russia has suffered around 200,000 casualties in Ukraine —
a number that includes both killed and wounded soldiers.
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Andriy, the owner of the shooting range, holds a target with Putin's face with a hit right in the middle and
a dummy gun above it in Lviv, Ukraine. 
Olson said Russian military leaders are “disgusted” with the high casualty levels in Ukraine, which could
lead to Putin’s assassination.
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Olson predicted that “some patriotic Russians will decide they need to eliminate Putin” to stop the
attritional war.
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What do you think? Post a comment.
“Putin is bleeding Russia and he cannot do that forever,” the former counterintelligence chief noted.

Olson also warned that if Putin continues to cling to power for much longer, there is a real risk that the
war would spill beyond Ukraine’s borders and engulf neighboring Moldova, which is widely believed to
be in Russia’s crosshairs.


